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 In the National Football League (NFL), like most professional sports organizations, there 
are referees that officiate every play of every game and are expected to do so without any bias. 
Referees are given discretionary power over whether an action is illegal or not. It is extremely 
important that they are able to track all the players on the field on every play and be able to 
accurately enforce the rules quickly and while under pressure. Although they may try to be as 
impartial as they can, it can be difficult to always do so because of many external factors. For 
example, referees may have an unintentional bias towards a particular team or they may feel 
intimidated by a large and vocal fan base in making a discretionary call. The decisions that referees 
make, therefore, can ultimately change the momentum of the game and even possibly sway the 
outcome. That is why there is such a big emphasis on the consistency and accuracy of penalties 
called in an effort to make the game of football as fair as possible.  
In this paper I fit a model of the probability of a penalty being called on any given play, as 
it depends upon the game situation and timing. I will be evaluating the probabilities that certain 
penalties occur, specifically comparing those that referees must use discretion on, like a pass 
interference or holding penalty.  I will also compare those that they do not use discretion on, like 
a false start or delay of game penalty. This research is important because it sheds light on how 








When speaking about bias among referees, there are several factors related to home field 
advantage that must be looked at.  These factors include the volume of the home team’s crowd, 
the distance travelled by the away team, and the comfort level of the home team playing in their 
own stadium. For example, Nevill et al. (2002) looked at the relationship between crowd noise and 
refereeing in an English Premier League Game. Forty qualified referees were asked to evaluate 
forty-seven challenges of an English Premier League Game. Twenty-two referees watched the 
game footage with the crowd noise in the background whereas the other eighteen watched without 
sound. They also watching the footage in black and white so they were unaware which team was 
playing at home. They were asked whether the foul was actually illegal or not and then whether 
they thought the foul was on the home team, the away team, if it was not a foul, or if they were 
unsure. The paper found that referees who watched with sound awarded 15.5% less fouls against 
the home team then the referees who watched without sound, indicating that there was some bias 
caused by the noise of the crowd.  
There is a wide literature that finds multiple factors contributing to homefield advantage 
as well. For example, Nichols (2012) found that teams travelling from the west coast to the east 
coast and at least across one time zone, were significantly less likely to win, compared to when 
teams traveled from east to west. This is likely due to the loss of hours from travelling which may 
cause players to not perform at their full capacity. There are multiple papers that go over other 
factors that can contribute to home field advantage such as weather effects and how players are 
more comfortable playing in a familiar environment. Lastly, a study done by Snyder and Lopez 
(2015) concluded that the probability of discretionary penalties occurring over the course of a 









The National Football League is one of the big four sports leagues in the United States, along 
with the National Hockey League, Major League Baseball, and the National Basketball 
Association. According to an article by Jim Norman that looked at the popularity of sports among 
Americans, 37% of people said that football was their favorite sport to watch in 2018, making it 
the most popular compared to all other sports, Norman (2018). In 2017, NFL revenues were at 
14.2 billion dollars surpassing the rest of the revenues earned that year from the other three sports 
leagues. Unfortunately, although the NFL is seen as the most popular American sport, there has 
been minimal research done regarding specific aspects of the game. This is partially due to the 
lack of available data and the difficulty of evaluating the data that is available.  
The Rules of the Game 
A football game is played for 60 minutes split into four quarters of 15 minutes. There is a half-
time where neither team plays for around 12 minutes. Each game includes a kickoff in the first 
quarter and the third quarter, which either initiates the game or resumes play after half-time. 
Delving deeper into the rules of the game, each time a team has possession of the ball, it has 4 
chances, known as ‘downs’, to move the ball 10 yards from the line of scrimmage, which is where 
the play starts. The fourth chance that a team has is optional, and if it fails to move the ball 10 
yards past the line of scrimmage on that try, the other team will automatically take possession of 




yards on the third try is that it can kick, or ‘punt’, the ball to the other team who has the chance to 
return the ball or to start their possession wherever either team touches the ball on the field. Each 
team also has the ability to score a touchdown which would mean one team made it to the other 
end of the field, into the end zone, and would score 6 points. After a touchdown, a team has the 
choice to kick an extra point through the uprights or to score an extra two points if the ball crosses 
into the end zone. The other two forms of scoring are field goals, which can be taken from any 
point on the field but usually from within the 50-yard line or half-way down the field, and ‘safeties’ 
which happen when the player with possession of the ball is tackled inside their own end zone. 
Game Oversight 
Every NFL game has 7 officials that will officiate the game and make sure to the best of their 
abilities that there are no illegal actions that are initiated by any player on either team. The group 
of officials per game are led by a head referee who has the final decision on all calls whether it 
be the score, the down or of any dispute. There is also the umpire who focuses mainly on the 
offensive and defensive lines, and if the quarterback makes any illegal plays. Then there are the 
head linesman and a line judge who are positioned at both sides of the line of scrimmage who 
look for pre-snap fouls, out of bounds plays, and check the actions of receivers within a couple 
of yards from the line of scrimmage and the quarterback, and at what spot of the field the play 
ends. Finally, the field judge, side judge, and back judges make the decisions regarding penalties 
downfield, including receivers, tight ends, and defenders. Although they do their best to be 
completely unbiased there may be some underlying factors that might prove that there is a bias to 
certain teams, player position, type of play, etc.1 
                                                     







There are a wide range of penalty types that can be called through the course of a game. 
Penalties can be classified by when they occur. For example, pre-snap penalties occur before the 
play officially begins. There is very little discretion used by the officials with respect to these types 
of fouls because they have to do with the positioning of players and illegal movements, so there 
are no extra rules that an official must evaluate. However, penalties that arise during the course of 
gameplay require significantly more discretion. Consider, for example, the rule for calling defense 
pass interference. The rule is based on when the offensive player is trying to catch a pass and the 
defender hits or grabs him, specifically interfering with his ability to catch the ball once it is 
thrown. Lastly, there are penalties that happen after the play is over, including taunting and 
unsportsmanlike conduct. For the purpose of this paper, I will only be looking at penalties that 
happen before the play begins and some that happen during the course of play including: defensive 
pass interference, offensive pass interference, defensive holding, offensive holding, and illegal use 
of hands.  
Referees have their hands full when it comes to being able to accurately enforce the rules, 
especially since games are fast paced and the set of rules they have to enforce is very extensive. 
There is constant criticism on how impartial they can actually be due to this. Although one might 
say that referees cannot always make the right calls on the spot, this opens room for discussion on 
how much leeway they can be given. However, the dataset used does not contain any information 
on referee specific behaviors, therefore this research cannot be conducted on an individual referee 






The data used for this paper was collected by Horowitz, Yurko, and Ventura using an R 
package called nflscrapR.2 The dataset includes detailed play-by-play analysis of all regular season 
NFL games from the 2009-2010 season to week 15 of the 2018-2019 season. It was comprised of 
255 variables and 449,372 observations.  
 Working with the data, the first step was to eliminate all plays that involved the special 
teams, such as field goal attempts and punt returns. These plays were eliminated because of the 
low amount of discretion used, and the low frequency of a penalty occurring during one of these 
plays. The next step was to focus on specific types of penalties and drop all others from the data. 
The specific penalties that were looked at were, defensive pass interference (DPI), offensive pass 
interference (OPI), pre-snap-penalties (PSP), and other discretionary penalties (DISPEN). The 
types of penalties included in pre-snap-penalties were: Defensive Delay of Game, Defensive 
Offside, Delay of Game, Encroachment, False Start, Illegal Formation, Illegal Substitution, 
Neutral Zone Infraction, and Offensive Offside. As for the other discretionary penalties, the types 
included: Defensive Holding, Illegal Use of Hands, and Offensive Holding. After this, the data 
was separated by when the home team was on offense versus when the away team was on offense. 
Thus, there will be two sets of variables for DPI, OPI, PSP, and DISPEN, for when each team was 
on offense.   
 Following the separation of the data, I needed to further drop observations that would have 
had missing penalties, such as if a timeout was taken, or if there was a two-minute warning, which 
may look like plays in the dataset, but should not be treated as them. Then for each penalty type 
that was evaluated, I created a dummy variable as to whether that penalty occurred, that way all 
                                                     




plays where other penalties occurred could be dropped. Finally, for plays that had either defensive 
or offensive pass interference called, all observations where there was a run play, the pass was 
complete, and when the quarterback was sacked were dropped. These plays were dropped because 
they had either no chance or close to no chance of resulting in pass interference calls.  
Methodology 
This paper utilizes a logistic regression model to predict the probability of the occurrence 
of specific penalties. For each group of penalty types that are evaluated, a set of control variables 
were used and created to help further this analysis. The variables used were: score differential, 
quarter, drive, yards to go, home team, and away team. Aside from these variables a few new ones 
were created. The minute variable was created to analyze the probabilities of penalties over the 
course of the game, and squared variables for minute and score differential were used. When using 
quarter as a control, overtime, which is interpreted as the fifth quarter in this dataset, was used as 
the baseline to evaluate the effects of the first four quarters. Afterwards, I created a variable for 
whether the game was close, defining it as whether the score differential was between -8 and 8 
points. These values were chosen due to a score of 8 being considered a one possession game. One 
thing to note, is that this dataset included teams that had relocated and changed names between 
2009 and 2018. The data, therefore, separated the following teams: the San Diego Chargers as well 
as the Los Angeles Chargers, the Saint Louis Rams as well as the Los Angeles Rams, and the 
Jacksonville Jaguars with two different team abbreviations: JAC and JAX. In the results portion 
of this thesis, these teams’ effects on the outcome of whether a penalty will occur were disregarded 
as they didn’t have the same amount of games played as the rest of the NFL. Lastly, I interacted 
every quarter with minutes and minutes squared. Every logistic regression used in this paper 





 Pr( penalty = 1 | Xi ) = β0 + β1* score_differential + β2 * score_differential_sq + β3 * minute + 
β4 * minute_sq + β5 * drive + β6 * ib(last).qtr + β7 * ydstogo + β8  * i.home_team2 + β9 * 




1. Home Team on Offense 
The first type of penalty that was evaluated was defensive pass interference when the home 
team is on offense. Table I shows the marginal effects of the probability of a DPI being called. The 
results concluded that score differential and yards to go were significant predictors of the 
likelihood of a penalty at the 99% confidence level. Score differential has a positive significant 
value, meaning that as the score differential increases so do the odds of receiving a DPI. On the 
other hand, yards to go has a negative value meaning that as the amount of yards from the first 
down mark increases, the probability of receiving a DPI decreases. This outcome makes sense 
because, the further away from the first down mark that a team on offense is, the harder it would 
be for that pass play to succeed. Two possible reasons for this could be that the offensive team is 
being more careful as they do not want to make any mistakes, so it reduces the probability of the 
penalty. The other reason may be that referees do not want to make a call that would reward the 
home team a significant amount of yards, as it can seem as though there is a bias towards the home 
team or against the away team on defense. The last variable that had a positive and significant 
coefficient at the 90% level, which would suggest that as the game moves on, the probability of a 




England Patriots and the Green Bay Packers, which are teams that have veteran quarterbacks Tom 
Brady and Aaron Rodgers. The teams least likely to be rewarded a penalty are the New York Jets, 
Cleveland Browns, and the Washington Redskins, none of which have retained consistent 
quarterbacks over the years. One conclusion that can be drawn from this is that referees may be 
likely to favor teams that have been consistent and have not had any drastic changes over the years. 
Another possibility for this could be that the fame of the quarterback may influence the likelihood 
of receiving a penalty. As for the away teams that played on defense, the ones most likely to have 
a DPI called against them were the Seattle Seahawks and Oakland Raiders, and the team least 
likely to be called were the Chicago Bears.  
The next penalty that I examined was offensive pass interference when the home team is 
on offense. Referring back to Table I, the same pattern is seen with regards to the impact of score 
differential, the amount of yards to go, and the game minute on the odds of receiving an OPI. 
However, in this case, it is more likely to be penalized in the second quarter of the game. 
Surprisingly, there were no teams that when playing at home reduced the probability of receiving 
an OPI against them. However, as Figure II illustrates, the teams that were most likely to have an 
OPI called against them were the New England Patriots, Green Bay Packers, and Oakland Raiders. 
Interestingly, the two teams which were favored with respect to receiving a DPI penalty for them, 
are the ones that are most likely to be penalized with respect to an OPI penalty. There is a different 
pattern for the away teams on defense though, as the teams most likely to be rewarded with the 
penalty are the Oakland Raiders, Seattle Seahawks, and Dallas Cowboys. The teams least likely to 
be rewarded are the Philadelphia Eagles, Cleveland Browns, and Pittsburgh Steelers. One 
possibility may be that the teams that consistently do well and are part of big market franchises 




After predicting the probabilities of receiving both DPI and OPI penalties over the course 
of a game, Figure III shows that probabilities start out relatively small, increasing all the way 
through the first quarter, then decreasing as the game progresses into halftime. Visible in the figure, 
there is a higher concentration of pass plays that occur towards the end of the second quarter, and 
before the end of the game. This may be due to teams trying to score one last time before the 
halftime break or trying to win/force an overtime at the end of the game. What is interesting 
though, is that the probabilities of the penalties decrease before the break and end of game. Once 
again the only two possible reasons that I can come up with are that teams are being more careful 
as plays are more crucial at those times, or that referees would not want to make those hard 
decisions that may cast criticism against them. The latter part of each picture also shows that again 
probabilities start off low in the third quarter after halftime and rise, then drop in both the third and 
fourth quarters. The low starting probability after halftime may be because the players are rested 
and the rise and falls can be attributed to the players realizing that they are at a critical point in the 
game and do not want to make any mistakes.  
Moving onto pre-snap penalties, I decided to reinclude running plays as these types of 
penalties are not play specific. Looking at Table II, the results are a bit different from those prior. 
Here, both minute and minute squared are significant at the 90% level, however this time, as the 
game progresses the probability of receiving a PSP decreases. Similar to before, as the yards until 
a first down is reached increase, the odds of the penalty occurring decrease. The quarters that these 
penalties are most likely to occur in are the second and fourth quarters. The reason for these results 
may be because a player can learn from a PSP that happens early in the game. For example, many 
of these penalties happen because a player moves too early before the ball is snapped and the play 




move too early. Figure IV shows the results on which teams are more likely to receive a PSP when 
the home team is on offense and when the away teams are on defense. The graph that showed the 
away teams on defense is interesting because the New England Patriots, Kansas City Chiefs, and 
the New York Jets were among the teams least likely to have a PSP called against them. The New 
England Patriots and the New York Jets were two of the top 10 biggest market franchises in the 
NFL in 2018.3 Also, from the beginning of the data in 2009, the New York Jets and the New 
England Patriots were also within the top five valued franchises, furthering my argument.4  
The last penalty type that I analyzed was a group of discretionary penalties (which I refer 
to using the handle “DISPEN”) aside from pass interference whose components were listed in the 
Data section of this paper. Referring back to Table II, the marginal effects of the probability of 
receiving a DISPEN have a wider range of variables that are more significant than the rest of the 
penalties listed. However, only two of those variables are positively significant, meaning that they 
increase the odds of receiving a DISPEN. These factors are game time in minutes and the amount 
of yards needed for a first down. The rest of the variables are significant and negative except for 
drive. It was to be expected that the score differential and game close variables held negative 
effects.  Teams would not want to commit a penalty if the game was close, since penalties can 
ultimately alter the outcome of the game. Figure V presents the teams that are most and least likely 
to receive a DISPEN. Visibly there were many more teams that were less likely to be penalized 
like the New York Jets and the Houston Texans, whereas the team that was most likely to be 
penalized were the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. What is interesting is that the New York Jets appear 
again to have a lower probability of receiving a penalty at home while on offense. As for the teams 
                                                     
3 www.statista.com/statistics/193534/franchise-value-of-national-football-league-teams-in-2010/ Accessed on 2019-
03-28 




away and on defense, there were not many that have a significant advantage, however the one team 
with an enormous disadvantage were the Oakland Raiders. 
Looking at the predicted probabilities for both PSP and DISPEN in Figure VI, the graphs 
take very different shapes. As with DPI and OPI penalties, they start off relatively low, probably 
due to the fact that the teams are rested and there is no score difference pushing any behavior. For 
PSP there is a jump at the end of the first and second quarters. This may also be due to the fact that 
teams want to score before the end of the quarter and first half to gain an advantage in the game. 
There is a large spike in those odds towards the middle and the end of the fourth quarter though, 
which may just be explained by the anxiety and anticipation of the game’s outcome. As for 
DISPEN, the probabilities are fairly stable and there is only a slight rise throughout the first half, 
which stays steady for the rest of the game.  
 
2. Away Team on Offense 
Shifting over to when the away teams are on offense, the first penalty type that I will be 
looking at is defensive pass interference. The three variables that are significant shown in Table 
III are score differential, drive, and yards to go. The higher the score differential the more likely 
that a DPI is called. However, the more yards to go until a first down and the more the amount of 
drives in game there are, the lower the probability of receiving the penalty. These results are 
expected because teams want to be safer the more yards until a first down and more aggressive the 
higher the difference in the score is. Figure VII shows that the away teams on offense that are most 
likely to be rewarded with a DPI penalty are the Green Bay Packers and New England Patriots, 
which again are two big market franchises with veteran quarterbacks, whereas the teams least 




these teams are also big market franchises, they do not have veteran quarterbacks and have not had 
the best records in the league compared to the other two. When the home team is on defense, the 
Oakland Raiders and Dallas Cowboys are most likely be penalized for a DPI and the Green Bay 
Packers, Kansas City Chiefs, and Washington Redskins are the least likely to be penalized.  
The next penalty analyzed was offensive pass interference. Looking at Table III again, both 
score differential and score differential squared show positively significant results, and yards to go 
shows negative results like prior results. This time however, the penalty is less likely to occur in 
the second, third or fourth quarters. Moving on to Figure VIII, it shows that the teams least likely 
to get an OPI, are the Seattle Seahawks and Kansas City Chiefs. If one looks further into the graph 
though, the New England Patriots also have one of the lower probabilities of being penalized for 
an OPI when they are the away team on offense. The teams most likely to be penalized when they 
are away are the Denver Broncos and the New Orleans Saints. What is interesting, is that when 
the home team is on defense, the New England Patriots and the Green Bay Packers are once again 
the teams that would benefit the most, and the teams that benefit the least from being on defense 
at home are the New York Giants and the Washington Redskins.  
The next results I will be looking at are shown in Figure IX, and they are the predicted 
probabilities of both DPI and OPI when the away team is on offense. Both graphs essentially have 
the same shape showing that the probabilities increase for the first and third quarters, where each 
team has rested and are fresh, and decreases in the second and fourth quarters. The only reasons 
for this are that either teams are being safer at these critical moments of the game or that referees 
are less likely to call these penalties towards the end of each half. This furthers the assumption that 
referee’s decision making may be influenced by how likely a penalty can change the possible 




The next penalty type analyzed is pre-snap penalties. The results in Table IV follow similar 
patterns to those in Table II for when the home team was on offense. Score differential holds a 
negatively significant effect, and this time PSPs are least likely to occur in the first and third 
quarters. The reason for this could again be due to the rest that players have before the first and 
third quarters of every game. Yards to go until a first down also follow the same pattern as it has 
in all the previous Tables, as the greater the amount of yards until a first down there are, the lower 
the probability of having a PSP. The results for the home teams that are on defense in Figure X, 
show that once again the New England Patriots are the team least likely to be penalized for a PSP 
and the team most likely to be are the Philadelphia Eagles. As for when the away team is on 
offense, the Oakland Raiders and the Tampa Bay Buccaneers are most likely to be penalized for a 
PSP whereas the teams least likely to be are the Minnesotta Vikings and the Atlanta Falcons. The 
only noteworthy factor here is that the teams most likely to get called are the ones that most of the 
time do not usually have good season records.  
The final penalty type that was analyzed was discretionary penalties aside from pass 
interference. Referring back to Table IV, the score differential and amount of drives yield results 
that indicate a lower probability in a DISPEN being called. On the other hand, the game minute 
and amount of yards to go until a first down increase the odds of the penalty as they themselves 
increase. Depicted in Figure XI, the home teams on defense that are most likely to receive the 
penalty are the Denver Broncos and the Miami Dolphins, whereas the teams least likely are the 
Seattle Seahawks, Cincinnati Bengals, and Green Bay Packers. Once again seeing that the Green 
Bay Packers appear to be one of the teams least likely to get a penalty in general. As for the away 




Patriots, and the Dallas Cowboys. This is curious as this is the one category of penalty type where 
these teams are on the bad end of a penalty being called. 
Finally, after analyzing the predicted probabilities of PSP and DISPEN, Figure XII shows 
the results. Like previous penalty types, there is initially a lower probability at the start of the first 
and third quarters. However, this time the probabilities overall for DISPEN are extremely steady 
and never take a drastic spike or fall. The only time when there is a slight fall is at the end of the 
game which I would conclude as being due to teams being safer with their play styles. For the PSP 
probabilities though, they are essentially the same but less exaggerated compared to when the 
home team was on offense. For example, there is a much smaller increase at the end of the game 
when the away team is on offense which could indicate that away teams are favored with respect 
to not receiving PSPs.  
 
Conclusion 
 How fair a referee’s decisions are will always be the center for controversy, however after 
analyzing this rich dataset, I believe that teams with bigger market teams with veteran players, 
such as the New England Patriots and Green Bay Packers, are the ones most likely to be favored 
by the referees. Although there is no definitive conclusion as to how bias a referee’s decision with 
respect to when they give out a penalty, the conclusion of big market teams being favored is one 
worth analyzing more. With these results, another conclusion is that at the start of each game and  
the third quarter, after the players have had rest, the referees are significantly less likely to penalize 
any team. However, one cannot completely link this to just the referee’s decisions, as players will 
behave differently depending on several factors such as: how close the game is, whether the teams 




in contention. These are all possible factors that can be analyzed and further the research into the 
topic of referee bias in the NFL. Given that there is a lack of available data on the topic, one can 
only rely on creating the data or finding someone who has created it. Another way to expand this 
research would be to analyze the impact of the instant replay policy on the probabilities and types 
of penalties occurring. With all the possibilities of research within the topic of football, there is a 




















































































































































































































Marginal Effects of the Probability of Receiving a DPI and OPI with Home on Offense 
 DPI Home Offense OPI Home Offense 
score_differential 0.0004*** 0.0003*** 
 (0.0001) (0.0001) 
score_differential_sq 0.0000 -0.0000 
 (0.0000) (0.0000) 
minute 0.0084* 0.0070* 
 (0.0048) (0.0036) 
minute_sq -0.0001 -0.0001 
 (0.0001) (0.0001) 
drive -0.0004 -0.0006 
 (0.0005) (0.0004) 
1.qtr 0.0054 0.1220 
 (0.0145) (0.6949) 
2.qtr 0.0257 0.0154* 
 (0.0271) (0.0089) 
3.qtr 0.0152 0.0153 
 (0.0124) (0.0121) 
4.qtr 0.0069 0.0050** 
 (0.0079) (0.0021) 
ydstogo -0.0021*** -0.0012*** 
 (0.0003) (0.0003) 
game_close 0.0050 0.0034 
 (0.0033) (0.0026) 
Observations 33495 32550 














Marginal Effects of the Probability of Receiving a PSP and DISPEN with Home on Offense  
  PSP Home Offense DISPEN Home Offense 
score_differential -0.0001 -0.0003*** 
 (0.0001) (0.0001) 
score_differential_sq -0.0000 -0.0000*** 
 (0.0000) (0.0000) 
minute -0.0073** 0.0060** 
 (0.0030) (0.0027) 
minute_sq 0.0001** -0.0001** 
 (0.0000) (0.0000) 
drive -0.0005 0.0002 
 (0.0003) (0.0003) 
1.qtr 0.0071 -0.6620*** 
 (0.1077) (0.0236) 
2.qtr 0.3282*** -0.6369*** 
 (0.1190) (0.0304) 
3.qtr 0.0108 -0.6499*** 
 (0.1073) (0.0245) 
4.qtr 0.3689** -0.6598*** 
 (0.1461) (0.0234) 
ydstogo -0.0009*** 0.0004** 
 (0.0002) (0.0002) 
game_close -0.0022 -0.0031* 
 (0.0021) (0.0018) 
Observations 103144 101247 


















Marginal Effects of the Probability of Receiving a DPI and OPI with Away on Offense 
  DPI Away Offense OPI Away Offense 
score_differential 0.0003** 0.0005*** 
 (0.0001) (0.0001) 
score_differential_sq 0.0000 0.0000** 
 (0.0000) (0.0000) 
minute 0.0007 0.0004 
 (0.0047) (0.0035) 
minute_sq -0.0000 0.0000 
 (0.0001) (0.0000) 
drive -0.0015*** -0.0006 
 (0.0005) (0.0004) 
1.qtr 0.0633 -0.2401 
 (0.3016) (0.3447) 
2.qtr 0.0046 -0.6344*** 
 (0.0073) (0.0477) 
3.qtr 0.0000 -0.6351*** 
 (.) (0.0480) 
4.qtr 0.1497 -0.6069*** 
 (0.3689) (0.1535) 
ydstogo -0.0011*** -0.0011*** 
 (0.0003) (0.0003) 
game_close 0.0023 0.0027 
 (0.0029) (0.0024) 
Observations 34508 33902 


















Marginal Effects of the Probability of Receiving a PSP & DISPEN with Away on Offense 
  PSP Away Offense DISPEN Away Offense 
score_differential -0.0002*** -0.0001** 
 (0.0001) (0.0001) 
score_differential_sq -0.0000*** -0.0000** 
 (0.0000) (0.0000) 
minute -0.0014 0.0108*** 
 (0.0030) (0.0026) 
minute_sq 0.0000 -0.0001*** 
 (0.0000) (0.0000) 
drive -0.0008** -0.0007** 
 (0.0003) (0.0003) 
1.qtr -0.5613*** -0.0025 
 (0.1667) (0.0061) 
2.qtr -0.2668 0.0199 
 (0.1772) (0.0176) 
3.qtr -0.5571*** 0.0133 
 (0.1667) (0.0109) 
4.qtr -0.4165 -0.0003 
 (0.2864) (0.0059) 
ydstogo -0.0005** 0.0006*** 
 (0.0002) (0.0001) 
game_close -0.0024 -0.0002 
 (0.0020) (0.0017) 
Observations 101820 99777 
Standard errors in parentheses * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
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